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Portrait of Julie Le Brun, Charles Le Brun, 1792

Introduce  LeBrun

Charles Le Brun : Methode Pour Apprendre A Dessiner Les Passions 
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“Image is a constructed artifact rather than a document of the world.” 
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Visual Representation 

The painter :  Charles Le Brun Painting : Facial Expression

Our System :  LeBrun

Emotion 

Visual Representation 
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Everything flows and nothing abides; everything gives way and nothing stays fixed. 
You cannot step twice into the same river, for other waters are continually flowing on. 
It is in changing that things find repose.     - Heraclitus 
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A Spatial Assemblage 
of Collective Feelings

Real time Feedback System

Real time Machine’s Creative Decisions

Artist (ME) ’s Original Voice
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Introduce  LeBrun

Charles Le Brun (1619 – 1690), a famous French painter, creates 
dynamic and concrete facial expressions to reveal the soul and 
emotions. Reversely, we designed an intelligent system named  Le 
Brun  that uses image emotion recognition to estimate emotions of 
surroundings and create abstract art.  

We trained the emotion prediction system based on the dimensional 
emotion model (V-A model) using GIST, VGG object, and semantic 
features as shown in Kim et. al’s paper [ref]. Le Brun evaluates the 
images captured by the camera in real-time and makes creative 
decisions of a virtual experience that decodes emotions. It provides an 
imagination of potential future coexistence of humans and machines – 
an empathetic experience that is collaboratively created by humans 
and machines.

Emotion differs humans from intelligent machines. Don Norman, the 
author of The Design of Everyday Things, claimed that robots, to be 
successful, will have to have emotions. Current developments in 
artificial intelligence are on their way to achieve this by training neural 
network models on a large set of data. Datasets are built using various 
sensors to detect biometric signals such as voice, face, neuroimaging 
and physiological in affective computing. These signals are then 
classified to detect emotions using machine-learning algorithms. 
However, our emotions are incredibly complex, which reflect 
psychological and physical changes which can not be simply 
categorized through features and data.    



Emotional Machine LeBrun

The paper focus on two high level features, the object and 
the background, and assume that the semantic 
information of images is a good cue for predicting 
emotion.  

The CNN has had a big impact especially in the image 
classification, and it is an effective network model for learning 
filters that capture the shapes that repeatedly appear in images. 
However, the learning process for the image emotion prediction 
should be different from that of image classification. This is 
because some images with different appearances can have 
same emotions, and some images with similar appearances can 
have different emotions.  

the dimensional model for expressing the emotions, which is 
widely used in the field of psychology. Specifically, the 
dimensional model consists of two parameters, Valence and 
Arousal (Figure 2). Valence represents the pleasure through the 
scale from 1 (negative) to 9 (positive). Arousal is the level of 
excitement, which also ranges from 1 (calm) to 9 (excited).  



Building Emotional Machines    LeBrun

Building Emotional Machines: Recognizing Image Emotions through Deep Neural Networks 



extract a various type of features  

for emotion prediction  

Color Features 

Local Features 

Object Features 

Semantic Features

CNN (AlexNet, VGG16, and ResNet) object feature is the result of the 
final output layer, and it represents the probabilities of 1000 object 
categories.  

a semantic segmentation method based on a deep network, 
which classifies each pixel of an image into one of 150 semantic 
categories.  

GIST Feature Extraction 
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To Be Continued…….   LeBrun


